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Abstract

We apply network theory to study auction outcomes in the fine art market. Using a unique

historical data set, of London-based art auctions that took place between 1741 and 1913, we

investigate the drivers of strategic network formation for dealers (buyers) and the effect of network

structure on artwork prices and market exit. We find that the network size and depth as well as

similarities in art specialization between trading partners strongly influence the decision to form

links. Furthermore, a larger and deeper network exacerbates informational asymmetries across

buyers, leading to higher rents through lower prices. Lastly, facing rivals with large networks

decreases a dealer’s probability to sustain market presence.
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1 Introduction

An agent’s superior market performance is typically the result of privately held information. In

addition to accumulated experience, the professional network that surrounds an agent can contribute

to heterogeneity in proprietary knowledge. The quantity and exclusivity of information delivered by

a network ultimately depends on its topology and the relative position assumed by the agent. This

paper employs network analysis to investigate the drivers of link formation and the effect of network

structure on bidding behavior within the context of fine art auctions. We analyze strategic link

formation created through transactions at auction events. Our focus is on professional art dealers

who mainly assume the role of buyers. Through this analysis, we are interested in answering three

questions. What drives link formation choices of art dealers? How does a dealer’s network affect the

price of an artwork? What is the influence of the network on the dealer’s likelihood to sustain an

active presence in auction markets?

In this study, we use a rare London-based fine art auction data set spanning the period from 1741

to 1913. The data provides us with a unique opportunity to analyze a network evolving through

trades over a period of 150 years, in London, a city that was the central hub of activity at the time

(Bayer, 2015). We capture auction trades since the emergence of the market focusing on professional

buyers (art dealers) who bought artworks for their resale value and dominated the market in terms

of purchased volume. Art dealers built deeper connections and had longer market presence which

allows us to study market dynamics. The most revealing result of the study is how the relative

size and depth of a dealer’s network is shaping competitive outcomes. The number of direct links,

frequency of interaction with the same trading partner, the significance of a network based on the

trading flows of partnering sellers as well as similarities in product specialization between buyers and

sellers are strong predictors of both the formation of future links as well as the prices of artworks.

Those links can produce advantages leading to the propagation of a dealer’s success.

It is well established that, in common value auctions with asymmetric information, the expected

rent a bidder can extract depends on her level of information (Milgrom and Weber, 1982). Further,

it is the privacy and exclusivity of information that are regarded as key explanatory factors in the

observed heterogeneity of profits among bidders at auction (Engelbrecht-Wiggans et al., 1983).

A network characterized by many linkages among agents and a high density can lead to more

efficient information diffusion resulting in dissipation of profits as the quantity of privately held

information is diminished (Colla and Mele, 2010; Ozsoylev and Walden, 2011). However, when agents

are not well connected through linkages, information asymmetries arise. Agents who have a central

position in these networks have preferential access to information as it reaches them easier and faster.

Wihin the context of this study, we refer to this as an informational advantage that should reflect

in beneficial trade conditions. For instance, in the market for artworks, a larger network would lead

to better knowledge of the value of art in its different forms and the competitive landscape. Within

the area of investments, Ozsoylev et al. (2014) empirically show that the topology of a network

influences information diffusion among equity investors at the Istanbul Stock Exchange which, in

turn, influences their returns. Centrally located investors earn higher returns and trade earlier than
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peripheral investors upon the arrival of new information. Li and Schürhoff (2013) investigate the

dealer network in the municipal bond market over a time period of 13 years and find that a central

dealer’s position improves access to investors. This leads to higher competition among peripheral

players than among centrally located agents who charge higher premiums.

In addition to the size of the network, the quality of established connections can impact the type

of acquired information. Brancaccio et al. (2017) find that dealers in the municipal bond market

increase trading activity with other dealers in order to increase the precision of their information on

asset values. While links with diverse agents may increase the variety of information, homogeneous

relationships can increase the depth of information and yield other type-dependent benefits (Ioannides

and Loury, 2004; McPherson et al., 2001). Moreover, the frequency of interaction can increase the

quality of information and result in better trade conditions (Cocco et al., 2009; Karlan et al., 2009).

Such a diversified and well-connected network increases the set of options for exchange resulting in

greater bargaining power for the agent (Corominas-Bosch, 2004). Consequently, the formation of

links becomes an imperative strategic consideration for market participants as the resulting relative

position in the network will influence the level of rents that can be extracted.

A number of studies in the economics and finance network literature focus on how different

characteristics might affect link formation and result in preferential attachment. For instance, Lux

(2015) provide a dynamic model of interbank credit relationships. The author demonstrates that

while, at first, formations are random, preferential relationships develop over time due to a learning

mechanism.1 Commonly studied factors that induce preferential attachment are, among others,

demographic characteristics, trust, and performance indicators. Currarini et al. (2009) develop a

model for friendship formation and show that, independent of group structure, there is a bias towards

same-type relationships with respect to demographics. The theoretical paper of Iori et al. (2015)

uses memory to proxy trust in repeated pairwise interaction between borrower and lender in the

setting of intrabank lending. Cocco et al. (2009) provide evidence from the Portuguese short term

intrabank lending market showing that small banks are more likely to replenish liquidity through

loans from banks they have established a relationship with in the past resulting in better loan

conditions. This indicates that evolving trust in established relationships can reduce information

asymmetries. However, the authors focus on direct pairwise exchanges as opposed to the overall

nexus of indirect relationships. Our analysis extends this literature by demonstrating how node- and

link-specific characteristics affect the strategic behavior of market players who share trading partners

within the context of a newly evolving network over the time span of a century and a half.

Few theoretical studies have explicitly investigated networks of sellers and buyers through bipar-

tite graphs (Corominas-Bosch, 2004; Kotowski and Leister, 2018; Kranton and Minehart, 2000, 2001;

Uzzi, 1996) and their focus has not been on network structures varying by the degree or strength

of connection. We provide empirical evidence for the effect of a comprehensive number of such net-

work measures on the probability of link formation and the bidding strategies of agents in a real-life

auction network.

1Preferential attachment is the tendency to condition random link formation on characteristics of the nodes, making
it more likely to create links with certain agents than with others.
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Our analysis is conducted in three parts. First, we investigate the determinants of link formation

between buyers and sellers at auction using Bayesian methods. Bayesian analysis allows us to incor-

porate information on prior link formation choices in agents’ decisions. In the spirit of Jackson and

Wolinsky (1996), the utility of a new connection depends on the size of the buyer’s direct network,

the prominence of a dealer’s network from the perspective of the flow of past transactions made by

trading partners, and link-specific characteristics. The latter includes the number of times the buyer

and seller have interacted with each other in the past, and the similarity in terms of their respective

product specializations (artistic genre) throughout their trading history.

Second, we analyze the effect of a dealer’s individual network on the price of the artwork at

auction. We employ the posterior Bayesian estimates derived in the first step of the analysis to

address endogeneity concerns by estimating the number of competitors.

In the last part of our analysis, we investigate how a dealer’s position in the network affects her

ability to maintain market presence. In the entrepreneurship literature, research has shown that

start-ups with better informal and formal networks are more likely to survive in the market (Brüderl

and Preisendörfer, 1998; Dubini and Aldrich, 1991; Hoang and Antoncic, 2003; Raz and Gloor, 2007).

Our results provide strong empirical evidence that the network structure plays an important role

in the link formation decision and the price. Dealers are more likely to form a new link if they have

established a higher number of distinct connections in the past. Further, the probability of a link

formation increases in proportion to the past frequency of repeated interaction between the same pair

of agents. The centrality of the dealer in a trading network, measured by links weighted by volume

of sale activity of their past trading partners, is critical in the formation of new links. Dealers who

have limited exposure to the auction market, based on their past record of activity, are more eager to

purchase artworks while experienced dealers are more selective in their investment choices. Lastly,

our results show that a connection between two agents becomes more probable, the more similar the

buyer and seller are in their trading patterns and specializations in terms of artistic genre.

With respect to the effect of the dealer’s network on price, we find that the number of distinct

networks is an important predictor of the dealer’s winning bid. Having a relatively high number

of distinct network connections to sellers can amplify informational asymmetries thus increasing

one’s market power leading to lower prices and higher returns (consistent with Engelbrecht-Wiggans

et al. (1983)). Further, repeated interactions with the same seller have a decreasing effect on price

as an established relationship may lower information barriers and create profitable opportunities.

Experiencing a network developed by linking to well-connected, popular sellers raise the auction

price. Higher specialization in a traded genre allows the dealer to acquire artworks at lower prices.

A rival’s network size and thus their market power raises the price for a winning bidder.

Finally, we show that both the level of market exposure and the market share exert a positive

effect on a dealer’s likelihood to stay active in the market. Dealers are more likely to form links early

on, but are more reluctant to bid aggressively. We find that the number of competitors at auctions

has no significant effect on market exit. It is rather the size of the rivals’ networks that matters.

Overall, these findings suggest that a dealer’s position in a network is key to market success as

it facilitates information flow, which, in turn, improves strategic link formation resulting in superior
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conditions of exchange. We show that the link formation process in art auctions is not random,

but dependent on the structure of the prevalent network and the competitive considerations of

its participants, thus highlighting network paths that may lead to a dealer’s success. Bipartite

network structures have not been investigated before in auction markets.2 Contemporaneous studies

which focus on bank relationships or social media networks are often not able to directly observe

the formation of a connection between two agents.3 The sheer volume and frequency of trade

and interactions in many markets contribute to complexity and create opaqueness with respect to

trading relationships. While it is well established in the auction literature that agents with superior

information can extract higher rents in auctions (Engelbrecht-Wiggans et al., 1983; Hendricks and

Porter, 1988), we illustrate how an agent’s network can constitute the source of superior information.

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we present a modeling framework which guides

predictions with respect to prices and link formation at auctions. The data set is described in

Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to the empirical analysis and details the methodology and results

with respect to network formation, bidding implications and exit patterns. We finish with some

concluding remarks and implications for the art market as well as similar network structures in

general in Section 5.

2 Modeling framework

In any time period t, n individuals are active in the art market and are considering the possibility

of engaging in transactions thus forming links. Links offer learning opportunities, allowing the

formation of a network among market participants. There are T periods in the network formation

and individuals can engage in market transactions more than once via an auction. The value, Vij,t,

of artwork, i, offered to a prospective buyer j at time t is not observed directly at the time of the

auction. The expected value of the artwork, and the decision on how much to bid by a bidder, j,

depends on the characteristics of the artwork on sale, Xi, the state of the existing network, N at t−1,

and the information revealed through the auction process. The adjacency matrix, Nt−1, provides

information on the state of the network in period t− 1, with Njl,t−1 = 1 for all (j, l) pairs of bidders

and sellers that have formed links up until period t − 1 and Njl,t−1 = 0 if no link has been formed

up to this period. For bidder j, the network structure until time t − 1, Nt−1, compiles information

about all prior connections and allows a mapping of artwork characteristics to form value estimates

in period t. In particular, the distribution of estimates Zji,t= fj(Nt−1, Xi) reflects the asymmetries

across bidders through a varied network structure. The broader the network, the less noisy the signal

received that is linked to the value of the artwork for sale. The artwork characteristics and network

structure are common knowledge but the information filtering through the network is essential in

determining the value estimates.

2Kotowski and Leister (2018) consider in a theoretical study the network of buyers and sellers within an auction context.
However, in their contribution the focal point is the optimal number of intermediaries as opposed to the buyer-seller
relationship.
3Jackson et al. (2017) provide an excellent survey article on the current state of network analysis within the sphere of
social networks.
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Expected price: The auction house uses an English auction format to sell to bidders. The

auctioneer calls bids and the willing bidders indicate their desire to buy with a gesture. The auction

ends when no one is willing to raise the price any further. The seller indexed by l has a reputation

Rl,t which, in our application, will reflect his volume of past sales that is common knowledge across

bidders. The auction format is the asymmetric analogue of the irrevocable dropout auction described

in Milgrom and Weber (1982). The asymmetric version was first presented in Wilson (1998) and

generalized in Hong and Shum (2003) to encompass the common and private value frameworks as

in Milgrom and Weber (1982). Assuming that the expected value of an object is strictly increasing

in Zji,t for all j = 1, . . . , n and, the bidding strategy is monotonic in Zji,t for any individual j,

equilibrium prices increase in the value of a rival’s estimate. The introduction of a network into the

model introduces the element of asymmetric information across bidders. In the spirit of Engelbrecht-

Wiggans et al. (1983) and Hendricks and Porter (1988), the most informed bidder who has superior

information to everyone else enjoys higher profit margins. The impact of the network structure on

the mapping of Xi into Zji,t is critical for the formation of prices.4

Link formation: Every period, the seller selects an auction house that will maximize her re-

turn and then the bidders decide on whether to buy her artwork advertised in the auction catalog.

Christie’s auction house had nearly or effectively a monopoly position in the trade of fine art during

our period of analysis, capturing 97% of the market by number and by value of acquisitions. In that

sense, the sellers’ choices of auction house had almost no variation.

A bidder’s decision to form a link depends on the expected utility from purchasing the artwork.

Denoting the unconditional utility of buyer j as Uj(l), a link is formed if E(Uj(l|Dj,t, Rl,t, Nt−1) ≥ 0.

The utility depends on the bidder’s characteristics, Dj,t, the reputation of the seller, Rl,t, and the

network structure, Nt−1, which includes information on competitors. The parametric form introduced

in section 4.1 will explore the nature of those connections focusing on the buyer’s decision to buy

from one specific seller among those who compete to sell their artwork. In other words, we explore

the buyer’s probability to form a link considering the landscape of possible options to connect with

sellers.5 In our empirical section, we will assume that bidders form expectations about the structure

of the network up until time t − 1 following this framework, and based on that expected network

structure they formulate their bidding strategies that determine the price at auction in period t

taking into account the current level of competition.

4Hong and Shum (2003) presented an example of a parametric family of distributions for which the conditional ex-
pectation functions describing equilibrium bidding have closed form solutions. In this example, bidder valuations are
log-normally distributed and, in a common value context, better information leads to higher information rents. In the
context of our empirical framework, the broader the network is, the more informed the bidders are expected to be
(relative to their competitors) leading to higher profit margins and higher likelihood of forming new links. A challenge
in our empirical application is the lack of information on the losing bids within an auction that would provide direct
signaling information on competitors. We proxy competitor signals by the past network size, maximum capacity and
market share of all potential rivals in the same auction sale. We have information on the identity of all winners who
were present in an auction sale and we utilize this information in our analysis of competitive effects.
5The number of artworks that were buy-ins in our sample is in fact limited to 5.6% of all transactions and we don’t
have any bid information on those auctions. Therefore, we do not consider the seller’s decision to form a link as there
is limited information on the few unsold works of art.
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3 Data

3.1 Description

The basis for our empirical network study is a unique historical data set on fine art auction trans-

actions taking place in London-based auction houses between 1741 and 1913. The transactions were

recorded in three volumes by the former art dealer Algernon Graves (Graves, 1918). We retrieved

these three volumes from the Victoria and Albert Museum Library in London. The sample period

is very important for the global art market as it marks the time span over which the market evolved

to maturity (as we know it today). London was the focal trade location for artworks in the 19th

century and the beginning of the 20th century in particular for professional art traders. Further,

it also constitutes the period when the profession of art dealer emerged. Next to direct patronage

of artists, auctions constituted the most important source of artwork supply for art dealers. Their

purchase volume and frequency at auction by far exceeded the trading activity of non-professional

buyers such as collectors who in turn acquired artworks from these dealers in the private market

(Bayer, 2015).

Overall, the data set comprises 37,640 transactions. Historical records indicate that the data

set is a representative sample of auction sales over this period (Bayer, 2015). All transactions took

place in an English auction format in which the buyer with the highest bid receives the item. Only

the final hammer prices are observed. The unique feature of the data set is the availability of the

original seller’s and buyer’s identities in the transaction. Besides this, we have information on the

name and living status of the artist, the name of the artwork, its size and genre attribution. In

addition, transaction data are available, including the name of the auction house where the sale took

place, whether the transaction was part of a collection sale, the date of sale and, lastly, the nominal

sales price in pounds, shillings and pence. We do not have information on either the number or the

identities of losing bidders at these auctions but we have information on rival winners in the same

auction sale who were present on the floor and likely competitors. This will allow us to control for

competitive dynamics between buyers in the auction room. A number of the aforementioned artwork

characteristics are used to control for the quality of artworks. Detailed description of some of these

variables can be found in Table A1, in the Appendix. Another virtue of the data is that during that

time the order of sale was alphabetical based on the name of the artist as opposed to the popularity

or the value of an artwork which is common nowadays. As a result, lot allocation is random in our

data set reducing the impact of the auctioneer on bidding dynamics. Moreover, all bidders had to be

physically present to participate in the auction sale. Therefore, all auction participants were aware

of the identities of their competitors which should have impacted their bidding strategies. These

identities are known to us and controlled for, in the analysis.

We restricted our analysis to buyers who were professional art dealers and we use the term dealers

and buyers interchangeably. Besides exploring their rich and variable trading history, we focus

intentionally on the behavior of dealers who acquire artworks with the goal of reselling for a profit

in the future. Whereas emotional and aesthetic aspects may drive purchases of private collectors,

we wanted to focus on buyers who did not derive non-pecuniary utility from holding an inventory
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of artworks and whose long history of transactions influence market prices the most. Furthermore,

private buyers who typically make a single appearance at auction do not contribute actively to

network dynamics through repeated interactions. As the data do not provide any biographical

information on the buyers, we used museum archives to identify professional art dealers.6 Further,

we excluded observations in which the sales price was missing (buy-ins7) as well as transactions

in which the buyer and seller were the same person.8 This left us with a sample size of 17,479

observations spread over the period March 1741 to December 1913. The sample consists of 25

auction houses, 1,099 artists, 3,187 sellers and 137 buyers who were identified as art dealers.9,10 Our

variables were consolidated on a monthly basis to study link formation and pricing and on a yearly

basis to study market exit. In some months no auction was held, so we end up with 811 monthly

entries in our sample.

Art auctions represented an important source of supply for art dealers who were often seeking

to replenish their inventory in those sensational public events. Overall, art dealers purchased 46.4%

(17,479) of all artworks traded at auctions in terms of volume but it was unusual for them to sell

at auctions.11 A large fraction of sales comprised of estate sales. Many of these were prestigious

collections (e.g. the Orlean’s collection) which were owned by influential personalities; among them

many aristocrats and members of the high society. Thus, sellers mainly consisted of non-professional

traders who used auctions to liquidate property. However, while sellers used auctions as a sales

platform, their purchases were rather made through art dealers. Therefore, even though individuals

can in theory participate in auctions as buyers and sellers, historical records as well as our data

clearly show that they assumed either of these roles from the onset. For this reason, the network can

be represented by a bipartite graph as described in Wasserman and Faust (1994) where nodes can

be partitioned into different subsets. For a comprehensive overview of the art market of that time,

the functioning of art auctions, as well as the profession of art dealers, see De Silva et al. (2016).

It is worth mentioning that we conducted research to identify references to potential collusion

between art dealers throughout the sample period as it could impact the interpretation of our results.

Dealers with a large network could also have more chances to collude with each other, creating

added opportunities for profit. However, we could not find any anecdotal evidence of such cases

in the historical records. In Cooper (1977) there is a discussion of ring activity in the 1920’s but

this discussion does not cover our sample period. Even though we cannot rule out the existence

6The historical nature of the data set limits on how much information could be extracted on the identities and biogra-
phies of the individual buyers. For instance, we cannot distinguish between full-time and part-time dealers. Moreover,
we could not always distinguish businesses that discontinue due to mergers or partnerships. In cases in which dealer-
ships were held by families over generations, we do not distinguish between different family members who managed the
business in different ownership periods.
7In auctions, a buy-in takes place when an artwork is not sold as it fails to meet the seller’s reserve price. In our
data set, buy-ins represent only 5.6% of all transactions. This is low compared to the buy-in rates that are common
nowadays which reach about 30% and should therefore not bias the results.
8Instances where buyer and seller were listed as the same person are difficult to interpret. These could be related to
cases where a seller is submitting phantom bids or intervenes in the process to buy-in.
9Overall, there are 138 art dealers in the sample. However, we dropped the observation of a dealer who had a single
sale through the period with an incomplete transaction record missing seller identity information.
10As mentioned earlier, Christie’s auction house is capturing 97% of the market by number and by value of acquisitions.
11Most instances in which art dealers acted as sellers at auction were instances of business liquidation. Out of 37,640
artworks that were transacted at auction 1,613 (4.3%) were sold by art dealers.
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of instances of collusion, the possibility of such activity in our extensive data set may point to an

alternative channel by which a network provides benefits but does not alter the conclusion that

developing a network is beneficial to the dealer. In our analysis, we use a different approach and

identify large and small dealers by their volume of transactions to study the relative impact of a

connected dealer on auction prices.

Our data set, comprised of fine-art auction transactions spanning a period of a century and

a half, offers a valuable real-life application for network analysis. Using the emerging art market

network as a case study, we can learn about how professional dealer network development links to

market outcomes. The following two subsections will detail our constructed network measures, the

characteristics of the network structure, as well as individual dealer characteristics.

3.2 Network Measures and Visualization

Given the data set, we have a link formation setting where a buyer can decide to form a link with a

seller resulting in a bipartite network. In order to define the structure of the dealer network in more

detail, four different measures were constructed which are derived from the trading intensity of the

network participants. The measures include the number of direct links for buyers and sellers, the

degree centrality as an alternative weighted representation of direct links, the number of same-pair

transactions, and hub centrality that allows us to bring in the importance of a dealer’s network from

the perspective of her sellers’ flow of transactions. While the number of direct links, the degree

centrality and hub centrality are individual-specific counts, the number of same-pair transactions is

link-specific. In order to avoid underestimating the size of the network, all measures were constructed

using the full sample which also includes buyers not identified as professional dealers.

For our first measure, the number of direct links, we counted the number of transactions with

distinct trading partners per month and let it accumulate over time. This measure is individual-

specific, meaning that her connections were counted independent of whether she assumed the buyer

or seller side in a transaction. Our second network measure, the degree centrality, is the count of

direct links weighted by the number of artwork bought. The third measure is hub centrality. It

is calculated as the eigenvector that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of Nt−1 × NT
t−1. This

measure captures the influence of a link in a network, weighing higher connections made to sellers

who have had a large number of links to distinct buyers. The last measure is the number of same-

pair transactions. The measure was constructed by counting the monthly number of transactions

per buyer-seller pair and letting it accumulate over time. Given the long sample period as well as

the fact that professional art dealers were smaller in number (137 distinct dealers) as opposed to

sellers (3,187 distinct sellers), we expect an overall higher number of direct links for buyers than for

sellers. There is still, however, a considerable number of instances of sales by individual sellers. In

particular, a seller appears on average in two different periods (months) at auction and, out of 3,187

sellers, 1,924 (about 60%) submitted at least two artworks for sale. Moreover, as mentioned before,

many sellers were influential members of society. Therefore, established links to these individuals,

could provide art dealers with further opportunities for information and profit. Additionally, since

some of the dealers but not all had a presence in the market that extended back over many decades,
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we limit attention to the last 10 years of transactions and assume that a network connection lasted

for a shorter period than the dealer’s duration in business.

Table 1 lists the number and value of acquisitions as well as the counts for the network measures

for the top twenty-five dealers for the entire period.12 We can see that the dealer Agnew is by far

the largest dealer in the sample in terms of all measures. He captures 34% of sales by the number

of acquisitions and 44% in terms of the value of acquisitions. Moreover, his number of direct links

(938) is more than double the amount of the dealer with the second largest number of direct links

(Colnaghi with 413 connections). As a result, Agnew forms the center of the dealer network. Overall,

the twenty-five largest players account for 75% of all connections in the network. Further, repeated

exchanges among the same pair have a moderate frequency. Agnew interacts on average 5.3 times

with the same seller, while the average dealer interacts 1.7 times with same trading partner at

auction.

Figure 1 visualizes the development of the whole dealer network from 1800 until 1880 which

represents the peak of the market in terms of market volume and number of dealers. Figure 1(a)

depicts the network at its outset in 1800. Overall, there are only a few dealers with a few interactions.

Its structure is clustered, with one large network in its center (headed by the dealer Bryan) surrounded

by a handful of peripheral smaller networks. The future market leader, Agnew, is already present

in the market but, with one link, is still a small player. In Figure 1(b) we can see how the dealer

network evolved after 20 years. The number of market participants and the number of dependencies

between individual players have increased. While we are facing a bipartite graph, some dealers are

indirectly connected to each other through trades with the same sellers. Figure 1(c) presents the

network in 1850, before its peak.13 The complexity of the network increased. All three future top

dealers, Agnew, Colnaghi, and Vokins are now in the market. The number of larger players grew

within an emerging dynamic market structure which was also a result of a rapidly growing demand

for artworks. Lastly, Figure 1(d) shows the network at its peak, in 1880. The network is much

more complex. There are several hubs and a very large number of peripheral players. Agnew has

developed into the largest dealer in the market followed by Vokins, Graves, Smith, and Colnaghi.

Dealers establish mostly indirect connections to one another through common sellers, whom they

interact with.14

Eventually three players, namely Agnew, Colnaghi, and Vokins, form the central hubs of the

network with a very large number of connections. Figure 2 shows the overall number of dealers in

the market over time as well as the evolution of the network for the three largest players compared

to the other dealers. Figure 3 depicts the number of dealers in terms of the years of market exposure.

The distinction between time and years of market exposure is important as the three key dealers did

not emerge at the same time. Also, while the number of dealers sharply increased over time (Figure

2(a))fewer dealers enjoyed long market exposure (Figure 3(a)). The large jump in the number

of dealers around 1870, observed in Figure 2(a) coincides with rising market prices and trading

12All prices are in constant £1900 and were converted using the UK CPI provided by the Bank of England.
13We show the year 1850 instead of 1840, as this is the time when the second largest player, Vokins, enters the market.
14Figure A1 in the Appendix presents the full network. Once more, it is non-uniform, dominated by a few large hubs,
loosely connected to one another and many isolated networks on its outskirts.
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volumes of artworks sold via auctions. This was also the time when local contemporary artists

gained in popularity (Bayer, 2015). Dealers, as market makers could exert more control on local

living artists than trading the work of Old Masters occasionally turning out to be forgeries (Bayer,

2015). Interestingly, as shown in 2(b), the mean number of links starts to grow at around 1850

jumping to 64 during the period 1850 to 1913. The same pattern can be observed in 3(b). As Vokins

entered the market later than Agnew and Colnaghi, his number of direct networks starts growing

after a very short period in the market. This graph also indicates that the number of direct links

of all other dealers remained fairly stable over time.15 A similar network pattern was also observed

by Goyal et al. (2006) for the case of academia (journal publishing) who studied the evolution of

co-authorship among economists over a time period of 30 years.

Figure 4 visualizes the size of the networks of Agnew, Vokins, and Colnaghi in 1850 (Figure

4(a)) and at the peak of the art market in 1880 (Figure 4(b)). All three players grew their networks

substantially within 30 years. In 1850, Agnew was already the largest of the three dealers. Unlike

Agnew, Colnaghi and Vokins shared one common connection. By 1880, the three agents are a lot

more interconnected and Vokins overtakes Colnaghi in terms of the number of links. These three

players would remain the strongest dealers in the market from the year 1880 onward.16

3.3 Homophily Measure

The similarity between two market players can influence the likelihood of an exchange as well as

the conditions of trade (Currarini et al., 2009). The tendency to form connections with agents

who are alike in their characteristics is termed as ‘homophily’ in the network literature (Jackson,

2010). Within the setting of fine art auctions, an appropriate measure on which buyers and sellers

can be compared, is their trading pattern across different artistic genres. Art dealers might have

aimed at developing product-specific knowledge by specializing in certain genres in order to promote

particular artists and to cater to certain customer segments. Sellers were often in possession of

themed collections providing them with knowledge of certain artistic styles. Overall, we identified

nine different genres in our data set. The artworks that could not be attributed to any genre were

subsumed under the heading ‘other’.17 All categories can be found in Table A1, in the Appendix.

Table 2 shows summary statistics for the different genres.18 In terms of volume and value of sales,

the genre ‘Landscape’ by far outperforms all other genres. With 5,024 sales, it comprises almost twice

as many sales as the second most popular theme of ‘Genre’ (2,741 unit sales), closely followed by

‘Religion’ (2,377 unit sales).19 ‘Landscape’ was a very popular genre for English contemporary

artists who were heavily promoted by dealers at that time. A famous representative of Landscape

15Figure 2(b) depicts the cumulative number of direct links for other dealers, while Figure 3(b) shows the average
number of buyer links for other dealers.
16Due to the historic nature of our data set and lack of information on individual transactions outside the auction
market, we do not preclude the possibility that we do not capture all links and, therefore, might underestimate the
extent of the network reach. We remain optimistic, however, that we are able to gain more insights in studying this
market than what is possible today with the proliferation of online auctions and anonymity of transactions.
17This category includes, for instance, sculptures.
18All prices are in constant £1900 and were converted using the UK CPI provided by the Bank of England.
19The genre ‘Genre’ includes artworks depicting scenes and activities of everyday life. Portrayed persons are not clearly
identifiable or well-known individuals.
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paintings was the artist William Turner with 981 sold artworks in our dataset. Less popular themes

were Marine, Mythology, and Portrait paintings. While more than £2 million worth of Landscape

artworks were sold, only £149 and £140 thousand respectively were spent on Marine and Portrait

artworks. Overall, average prices for Old Master genres such as Religion (£504), Mythology (£456),

and Still Life (£409) are higher than the average prices for Contemporary art such as Landscape

which sold for a mere £388 per artwork. This might be explained by the scarcity of paintings by Old

Masters relative to contemporary artwork. At the end, the genres that are bought by almost all of

the 137 art dealers in our sample are Landscape (118), Religion (107), and Genre (106). By contrast,

Portraits and Marine paintings were only bought by less than half of the dealers in the sample.

These observations indicate that dealers were not highly specialized. Almost all dealers traded

in Contemporary art and supplemented their portfolios with some Old Masters to hedge the risk of

representing new artists.20 In order to construct our measure of similarity, we first determine each

market player’s specialization by computing the share of artworks bought and sold in every genre as

a percentage of overall sales and purchases in terms of volume accumulated over every period. Table

3 shows summary statistics for the buyer and seller specializations by genre.

We constructed three measures that capture specialization differences which will be used in

different parts of our analysis. The first one is an overall homophily measure that takes into account

the information on trades across all genres. It indicates how similar the buyer and seller are with

respect to their purchases and sales volumes. A more similar trading pattern should result in a

higher probability to form a link. The measure is defined as the root mean square deviation, i.e., the

square root of the sum of the squared differences in the share between buyer and seller for all genres.

The resulting value is strictly positive with a lower value indicating a higher degree of similarity

between buyer and seller. The second measure relates to the buyer’s and seller’s specialization within

one particular genre. This variable aims to compare trading partners based on their main area of

expertise. For every period and agent, we determined the genre with the highest share and subtracted

the trading partner’s respective share in that genre. The absolute value of this number indicates the

size of the distance between buyer and seller with respect to the genre they are specialized in. The

value is always positive and ranges from 0 to 1. A higher value points to a larger distance between

the agents. These two measures, the homophily and genre specialization difference, will be used in

the network formation analysis. A dummy variable indicating the dealer’s specialization is employed

in the exit analysis.

The third measure is an object-specific specialization difference. Based on the genre of the

artwork that is up for sale, we subtracted the seller’s share in that genre from the buyer’s share in

that genre. The value can range from -1 to 1. The closer the value is to 1, the large the information

leap of the buyer relative to the seller. This measure is used in the bidding analysis and proxies the

informational advantage of the buyer relative to the seller. All measures are dynamic and updated

throughout the analysis.

It is important to note that, in the empirical analysis, we used lagged values of the buyer’s spe-

20The popularity of contemporary themes is also reflected in the amount of distinct artists in each genre. Some artists
were even known for a signature subject or style (e.g. William Hunt’s Bird Nest). This made an artist more recognizable
and competitive in the market for Contemporary art (Bayer, 2015).
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cialization and contemporaneous values of the seller’s specialization to construct the three measures

mentioned above. As auction houses released catalogs listing upcoming sales, the seller specialization

was publicly known some time before the auction sale. By contrast, the buyer’s specialization before

trade takes place, depends on the history of purchases up to this point. Therefore, we use lagged

values of these variables for buyers.21 Summary statistics will be presented in the empirical analysis.

4 Empirical Analysis

4.1 Network Formation

We start our empirical analysis by investigating the factors that influence the probability of link

formation between buyers and sellers. In each period, a buyer has the opportunity to form a link

with each seller, considering the set of all possible choices. A link is established if a buyer transacted

with an individual seller at least once in a given period. A buyer is considered to be in the market

from the time period of her first purchase until the time period of her last purchase even if she is not

active in all periods. In our data set, we have 137 unique dealers and 3,187 unique sellers with 6,194

connections among the set of 242,145 potential links. Therefore, our data set includes all potential

seller-buyer combinations in each period.

Our dependent variable is equal to 1 if a buyer, in time period (month) t, forms a link with a

seller and 0 otherwise. The buyer will only form a connection if it is beneficial, which will depend

on the existing links, the individual node characteristics, as well as the reputation of the seller. We

assume that participants are aware of the shape of their current network but have no information

with respect to its future shape.

Based on the prediction in our model related to the impact of better information on prices

and profits, we expect that a higher number of direct links formed in the past will positively in-

fluence the formation of new connections. Hence, we are interested in modeling the probability,

Pj,t(lt, Nj,t−1, Dj,t, Rl,t−1, gj(Nt); θt), of a link established by buyer j to seller l as a function of an

unknown vector of parameters denoted by θt at a given time. We use observed data of the struc-

ture of the network N , bidder market exposure D, seller reputation R, and the homophily measure

g(N) and postulate a prior distribution for θt. We then derive the posterior distribution for θt and

calculate the probability of link formation for different values of Nj,t−1, Dj,t, Rl,t−1, and gj(Nt).

The more frequent the interaction between a buyer and a seller and the larger the seller’s network

measured by his volume of past transactions, the higher should be the chance of forming a link. As

one could question whether once established links continue to be relevant over the entire lifetime

of an agent, we employ a specification of the variables “direct buyer links”, “degree” and “hub

21The use of the lagged values of these variables results in a zero entry for the first transaction of a buyer. However,
given that information on artworks was provided upfront through auction catalogs and that the buyers in our sample
were professional dealers, it is unlikely that a buyer had no information at all upon her first purchase. For this reason,
we impose a value of 0.1 for the first transaction in the respective genre across all buyers presuming that a dealer starts
with an equal specialization in every genre. A share of 0.1 was selected as there are 10 artistic genres in the data set.
The share of the sample that was modified this way amounts to 0.37%. An alternative solution is to replace the zeros
for buyers with the global mean in that respective genre. Using this specification of the variables leaves all results in
the empirical analysis unchanged.
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centrality” in which the informational value of links ceases after a 10-year period. We include seller’s

capacity and as an explanatory variable in the link formation analysis. This variable is a proxy for

the reputation of a seller. Given the fact that many forgeries and artworks in poor condition were

circulating around this period, the track record of a seller was of high importance.

With respect to genre specialization, we expect that the more similar the buyer and the seller

are in their trading patterns and genre specializations, the more likely they are to trade with each

other in an auction setting. In this part of the analysis, we use the homophily measure capturing

similarities in trading patterns across genres as well as the absolute distance between the buyer and

the seller with respect to their genre specializations. Lastly, we consider the level of an agent’s

market exposure which proxies for her market experience. The variable is defined as the number of

years since her first appearance in the market. Our dependent variable is binary, indicating whether

a link is formed or not.

Based on the utility of forming a link, broadly outlined in the modeling section, we consider an

empirical framework defining the probability to form a link between j and l to buy artwork i at time

t as

ln

(
Pj,t(lt, Nj,t−1, Dj,t, Rl,t−1, gj(Nt); θt)

1− Pj,t(lt, Nj,t−1, Dj,t, Rl,t−1, gj(Nt); θt)

)
= γ + β′Nj,t−1 + δDj,t + ρRl,t (1)

−(gj(Nj,t−1 −Nl,t)
′Ψ(gj(Nj,t−1 −Nl,t))

+εjl,t

where, as mentioned earlier, N is the network structure, D represents bidder market exposure

(age), and R is the seller’s reputation as this is expressed by the value of previous transactions. The

term (gj(Nj,t−1−Nl,t)
′Ψ(gj(Nj,t−1−Nl,t)) is the disutility of having a difference in the specialization

between potential partners which relates agent j in period t − 1 to a function of the number of

previous purchases of artwork in the same genre (see Christakis et al. (2010) for a similar measure

of homophily). The measure of homophily, g, is expressed as the standard deviation of the trades

across all genres and in an alternative specification as the relative buyer/seller specialization in a

specific genre. Ψ is a diagonal matrix. We assume that the εjl,ts are independent across all j and l

at a given time, t, and that they follow a logistic distribution.

In the spirit of Christakis et al. (2010) for empirical link formation analysis, we used Bayesian

estimation to obtain posterior values for each network parameter based on prior information on link

formation choices. Within the Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo methods, we selected the Metropolis-

Hastings algorithm to update the vector of the parameter given the sequence of link formation. Note

that we use a uniform priors for the regression coefficients and an inverse-gamma prior with shape

and scale parameters of 0.1 and 1 for the variance. In all of our Bayesian runs we use 12,500 iterations

the first 2,500 of which are omitted to mitigate possible start up effects.

Our analysis of link formation focuses on the buyer side. Sellers decide to sell through an auction

house, almost invariably Christie’s and then buyers link to one of the sellers through the auction
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process.22 An independent normal distribution is specified for all parameters, with a prior mean

equal to zero and a prior variance equal to one. The posterior estimates provide a distribution for

every variable in our model predicting link formation. The posterior means are included in the second

step of our analysis where we determine the effect of competition on price. This allows us to address

endogeneity concerns related to the use of the actual number of direct buyer links in the regression.

Consistent with our objective, a Bayesian approach offers the advantage of continuously updating

posterior estimates given prior information on link formation and network characteristics.

Table 4 shows the summary statistics for the control variables used in the Bayesian estimation.

The number of potential links varies from period to period and depends on the number of buyers

and sellers in that period. The unconditional average probability for a buyer and a seller to form a

direct link is 4.9%. A buyer’s market exposure is also quite high with an average of 38.221 years.

Again, the large standard deviation (29.308) accentuates the large variations in the dealer’s years of

participation at auction. Homophily, or the similarity in trading patterns between buyer and seller,

is rather low with an average distance of 0.625. Similarly, a mean value of 0.338 for the differences in

the specializations between buyers and sellers shows that the agents are only moderately alike with

respect to their specializations.

Table 5 presents the means and credible intervals of the posterior distributions of our model

parameters. We utilize a different time threshold for network formation; the buyer’s market exposure

and same pair transaction variables are based on the entire network formed through the years a dealer

was actively bidding at auctions.

The individual-specific network variables (number of direct buyer links, hub and degree central-

ity), and link-specific network variables are based on the last 10 years of transactions. Limiting the

lifetime of the impact of a link represents a more realistic assumption with respect to the process of

link formation and maintenance, limiting the capacity to retain institutional memory. Further, while

the models in columns 1 and 3 include our homophily measure, in columns 2 and 4 the absolute

value of the genre specialization difference is employed to proxy the similarity between a buyer and

a seller.

The results across models reveal several important observations. First, the buyer-specific network

variable, the number of direct links, plays a significant role in explaining link formation. In the two

specifications, the mean of the posterior distribution is about 0.027 and the 95% credible interval

for the number of direct links lies strictly in a positive range of values. This indicates that a higher

number of direct links increases the likelihood of forming a connection. This is consistent with the

alternative weighted measure of degree centrality. The number of same-pair transactions is also pre-

dictive of link formation. The mean of the distribution of the covariate is positive, contributing to

the probability of establishing a link. The 95% credible interval for all estimates is in the positive do-

main. Hub centrality signifies the relative importance of connections which underlines the popularity

of the sellers a dealer connects to and has a consistent positive effect on the likelihood to form a link.

This variable can be regarded as a proxy for reputation of established links. Further, a higher level of

market exposure decreases the likelihood of network formation. Thus, it appears that newer dealers

22Our data include only completed sales with only a 5.9% of unsuccessful trades reported at auction.
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are more eager to build a larger network than seasoned ones, who are becoming more selective in

their investment choices. This is intuitive as expanding a network might be more crucial during the

establishment phase of a dealer in the market. Higher seller capacity increases the probability of link

formation. A seller’s capacity can be regarded as a proxy for reputation decreasing the information

asymmetries with regard to the artworks she offers for sale at auction. The measure of the distance

between buyer and seller, homophily, and the difference with respect to genre specialization, exhibit

a negative effect on link formation. Homophily, which takes into account the distance across all

genres, appears to have an even stronger adverse effect on link formation than the difference in genre

specialization. Overall, in line with our expectations, it is less likely for players to form a link if they

are specialized in different genres.

Figure 5 plots the number of direct buyer links based on the full network. The graph shows

the actual versus the expected distribution of values. Further, considering the goodness of fit of

the Bayesian estimates, the trace plot of the constant demonstrates good mixing. The posterior

distribution of the constant is normally distributed, as is expected for the specified likelihood and

prior distributions.23

Overall, it appears that the existing network structure and homophily are important predictors

of link formation. In line with our expectations, a larger and denser dealer network increases the

odds of forming a connection. The link-specific history plays an important role. More interactions

among the same buyer-seller pair in the past, increase trust and lowers information barriers. The same

applies to more similarities in product specializations, which make link formation more likely. Lastly,

dealers with less market experience appear to be more eager to form links than more experienced

ones. Having established the determinants for network formation, the next section will empirically

investigate the role of network effects on the final hammer price.

4.2 Bidding

In this section, we examine how the features of a network and a player’s characteristics affect prices.

While auction catalogs were accessible to all agents, the possibility to physically inspect the artworks

prior to the auction sale was not institutionalized during this time period as it is the case today.

The dealer’s network and experience were crucial in assessing the artwork’s value. In particular,

based on the theory outlined in section 2, we expect that, with more direct links in a common value

framework, a dealer should pay a lower price due to proprietary information on market conditions.

Further, a well-connected buyer could have knowledge of better outside options. Once more, we use

a 10-year moving window for network formation to be more realistic with respect to the time span

of maintained knowledge from established links.24

In this part of the analysis, we introduce additional control variables related to auction and

rival characteristics. What happens in the auction room between bidders might exert a considerable

influence on artwork prices, that could confound the effect of network measures. Control variables

related to auction characteristics include the number of bidders, and the lot sequence within a single

23These figures have been omitted but can be provided upon request.
24Results on the full network are available upon request.
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auction sale. A single auction sale is defined as a sale that took place on one day, in the same auction

house, involving sales commissioned by the same seller. As we cannot directly observe the number

of bidders competing for individual artworks, we proxy competition in two ways: 1) Estimate the

number of competitors in an auction by summing up the estimated probabilities of all active bidders

linking to seller j to buy item i at time t and alternatively, 2) The number of bidders who bought

lots within the same auction sale. These rivals had access to the same catalog that listed all the

items in a single auction sale and were likely to be present throughout the duration of the auction

sale on that day.25

The number of potential rivals can increase competition in an auction and will lead to higher

prices (Li and Zheng, 2009). Moreover, the timing when an artwork comes up for bidding within a

sequence of lots can influence the price. While there is empirical evidence that early lots fetch lower

prices than later lots (Chanel et al., 1996; Deltas and Kosmopoulou, 2004; Pesando and Shum, 1996),

there is also research showing that later lots may yield lower prices (Ashenfelter, 1989; Ginsburgh,

1998; Ginsburgh and van Ours, 2007). In common or affiliated value environments, the release of

information in the lot sequence reduces uncertainty and leads to higher prices (Milgrom and Weber,

1982). The attributes of the rivals faced by an art dealer at auction could also affect her strategy

and, as a result, influence artwork prices. Therefore, we control for the rival’s maximum capacity

and market share in terms of volume. The rival’s maximum capacity is determined by identifying

the highest financial capacity among all winners within a particular auction sale. Again, financial

capacity is defined as the highest amount ever spent by a bidder in the past. The rival’s maximum

share by volume is identified in the same way with the rival’s accumulated market share in terms of

purchased items being the value of interest. This is a more consistent measure for market power than

financial capacity as it cannot be distorted by one large purchase. The rationale for both control

variables is that the presence of wealthier bidders or bidders with greater market power might have

a positive effect on auction prices. Alternatively, we use the average past number of distinct links of

the rivals in the same auction sale. This number is an alternative measure of rival competitiveness

that focuses on access to proprietary market information. They all relate implicitly to the vector

of signals Z in the modeling section. To control for the quality of the artworks, we include their

characteristics in our regression model.26,27 Furthermore, we include buyer and year fixed effects.28

We run a simple linear regression with the logarithm of the price as our dependent variable.

All network-related explanatory variables are transformed into their logarithms and lagged by one

period. Due to endogeneity concerns in one specification we introduce the expected number of bidders

obtained from the Bayesian estimation of the probabilities to form a link for all eligible bidders who

25In instances where the number of bidders was smaller than three, it was replaced by the number of lots sold during
one day independent of the identity of the seller.
26These characteristics are referred to as hedonics and include the name of the artist, her living status, the medium
of the artwork, whether the artwork was part of a collection sale, and the auction house where the transaction took
place. These are commonly accepted attributes determining the quality of artworks in the art economics literature
(Ashenfelter and Graddy, 2011, 2003; Hodgson and Vorkink, 2004; Rosen, 1974; Velthuis, 2013)
27Even though the size of an artwork has a considerable explanatory power over price, the variable is excluded in the
regressions due a high number of missing observations. The large drop of the sample size would lead to a misrepresen-
tation of the true network.
28As we are using year-fixed effects, we do not adjust the price by the UK CPI.
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could connect to a specific seller at time t. Our basic regression model has the following specification,

lnPij,t = γ′Nj,t−1 + ϑDj,t−1 + σSi + ζRl,t + η′Mj,t−1 + β′Xi + αj + τt + εij,t, (2)

where lnP indicates the log of the price of an artwork, i, bought by dealer j in a given year t. As

before, all network effects are captured in N . The dealer’s market exposure is represented in D. The

object specific specialization difference between buyer and seller is represented by S. R is the seller’s

reputation, M represents the rival characteristics, and X denotes the artwork’s characteristics. αj

and τt represent the dealer- and time fixed-effects. Lastly, εij,t denotes the error term.

Table 6 shows the summary statistics for the control variables used in the OLS estimation. Unlike

in Table 4, here we consider the dealers who actually bought artwork in a specific period. With a

mean of under 61 years, the average market exposure is quite sizable. However, this number is likely

to be driven by some large dealers. Further, on average, the buyer is less specialized than the seller

at the level of individual artworks. However, the difference of 7.2% is of very small magnitude. Seller

capacity is, on average, about £2,603 with large differences between the agents (standard deviation

of £8,150). The average number of bidders, who won at least one lot in an auction sale is 11.238

while the average number of lots offered is 16.871. The rival’s maximum capacity lies, on average,

at £1,135, while the maximum market share, in terms of volume, is 2.8%. Both numbers have a

considerably high standard deviation.

The results of the bid regressions using a moving window of 10 years for buyer network formation

are reported in Table 7. While columns 1-3 incorporate the past number of distinct buyer links,

columns 4-6 use alternative measures of degree and hub centrality to capture the structure of a

buyer’s network. Columns 1, 2, 4 and 5 show the regression coefficients when the rival information is

confined to measures constructed from competitors within the same auction sale. In columns 3 and

6, we incorporate information on expected competitors based on the likelihood of making a link that

depends on their history of link formation. Specifically, due to endogeneity concerns, the predicted

number of competitors is obtained from the Bayesian estimation based on the model specification

used in column 2 in Table 5. This specification employs homophily (sum of the standard deviations

of the specialization differences across all genres) as a proxy for the distance between a buyer and

seller.29 As we use the logarithmic transformations of all variables, the coefficients can be interpreted

as elasticities. Overall, the results indicate that in columns 1-3, the coefficient on the past number

of distinct buyer networks is negative and statistically highly significant. The magnitude remains

relatively stable around -0.180. The coefficients are slightly lower on degree centrality in columns

4-6. In line with our expectations, repeated transactions between the same buyer and seller result in

lower prices. Hub centrality has a positive coefficient signifying the influence of a link in a network.

This variable, weighing higher connections made to sellers who have had a large number of links

to distinct buyers, is capturing the significance of a network by weighing each seller’s own network

29As a robustness check, we repeat all regressions in this section using the model specification where the absolute
difference in genre specialization was included in the construction of the predicted network measures (columns 3 and
4 in Table 5). The results remain qualitatively the same and can be found in Table A2 in Appendix A.
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of connections. It appears that links made to dealers who transact often with influential sellers are

impacting prices at auctions. These dealers have a history of transactions to popular sellers that

elevates their competitive profile at auction.

The buyer’s market exposure is statistically and economically highly significant with coefficients

between 0.186 and 0.197 across specifications. Dealers who have a long history of participation at

auctions tend to bid more aggressively. Furthermore, the coefficient on capacity is close to zero

and statistically insignificant. This can be explained by the large number of sellers as compared to

buyers leading to limited relative number of prior trades. The relative difference in the object-specific

genre specialization between buyer and seller has a rather low impact on price in terms of statistical

significance. The larger the buyer’s information leap over the seller in the traded object, the lower

the price paid at auction. However, the coefficient has only weak significance in most specifications.

The auction and rival characteristics also exhibit an important influence on an artwork’s price.

Both the number of bidders and the lot sequence are positive and statistically highly significant.

In line with the findings of Chanel et al. (1996) and Deltas and Kosmopoulou (2004), we show

evidence that later lots are sold at higher prices. This could be an indication that bidders behave

more aggressively as the auction sale comes to an end to avoid being left empty-handed but more

importantly it is also consistent with behavior in a common or affiliated value environment. Given

that the lot sequence is based on an alphabetical order as opposed to the value of the lots as

it is commonplace today, this result is particularly meaningful. The magnitude of the coefficient

remains high across all specifications. The coefficient on the rival’s maximum capacity is positive

and highly statistically significant. It appears that competition from established dealers drives up

prices at auction. However, a rival’s market power in terms of market share by volume is statistically

insignificant. More importantly, the expected number of bidders, estimated from the link formation

model, is large in magnitude and statistically significant, signifying that potential competitors in this

market exert considerable pressure on the price.30

As the market in our sample is characterized by a small number of very active dealers and a large

number of dealers who exhibit lower levels of activity, we are also interested in exploring whether

network effects differ between these two groups. As referred to earlier in Table 1, Agnew, Colnaghi,

and Vokins were historically the most important dealers of the time. These three dealers captured

about 46% of the total number of acquisitions whose payments reached about 55% of all transacted

value. Their average number of unique direct links reached 567 or 17-fold the average number of links

for all other dealers. To illustrate the differences across groups, we performed an additional regression

analysis, splitting our sample into two sub-samples (see Table 8). While Panel A excludes the largest

three dealers in terms of volume of transactions, Panel B examines bidding patterns for those three

only. The results show that the effect of the number of direct buyer links triples in magnitude for

the top three dealers relative to that of the remaining sample exhibiting a much stronger effect on

price. Robust effects are also seen with respect to the measures of degree, hub centrality and same

pair transactions for the top three dealers both in terms of magnitude and significance. This might

30In order to construct the variable expected number of bidders, we calculate the probability of a forming link at given
time, for each auction participant, using the full sample. Then, we add the probabilities of all participants at a given
auction to construct the expected number of bidders. This is similar to the approach taken by Hendricks et al. (2003).
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indicate that ties are stronger and more impactful for these three market leaders who are at the

center of the network of dealers, trading more often, and obtaining broad information about the

market and the competitive landscape that informs their bids. Overall, this analysis shows that

having an extensive network is the key to the determination of prices for large dealers.

In summary, the results in this section provide strong statistical support that the buyer’s network

characteristics matter for artwork prices at auction. First, our findings stress the importance of the

number of direct links as an explanatory factor in the prices paid by buyers. Art dealers who

have a large network are able to acquire more information about the market conditions resulting in a

competitive advantage that allows further rapid expansion of their network. This allows the dealer to

select the trade opportunities that yield the highest rent. At the same time, the relative importance

of trading partners in a network can raise prices through reputational effects. Repeated interactions

with the same seller make the trade cheaper as less additional information on the counterpart needs to

be collected thus decreasing costs. The results with respect to the network measures also emphasize

the importance of a persistent presence of the seller. A market whose supply side is too fragmented

might prevent the formation of close ties between agents which in turn inhibits the accumulation of

private information through trade relationships. Another effect results from the level of a buyer’s

specialization in a given genre. The informational leap gives the buyer market power and allows them

to realize higher rents by paying lower prices at auction. This effect is, however, of low statistical

power. Finally, more rivalry for artworks from established buyers tends to drive up hammer prices.

In the next section, we will investigate whether the lower prices paid by dealers with a superior

network position also translate into longevity in the market.

4.3 Market Exit

In this section, we explore whether a dealer’s preferential position in a network also improves the

chances to remain longer in the auction market. If a superior network indeed provides a dealer with

a less noisy signal about the value of the artworks and results in higher profit margins, we expect

dealers with a larger amount of direct links to stay longer in the market. The research on networks

within the field of entrepreneurship shows that start-ups that receive support from a large and

diverse social network are more successful. As a consequence, these firms are more likely to grow and

survive in the market. A good network provides access to relevant information and resources and can

substitute for human or financial capital (Brüderl and Preisendörfer, 1998; Dubini and Aldrich, 1991;

Hoang and Antoncic, 2003; Raz and Gloor, 2007). For instance, Brüderl and Preisendörfer (1998)

showed, in their empirical study on Munich-based business founders, that a start-up was more likely

to survive and grow if it had support from a personal network. Similarly, in a longitudinal study,

Raz and Gloor (2007) presented empirical evidence, in the case of Israel-based software start-ups,

that suggested that a larger informal communication network increased their likelihood of surviving

an external shock.

To measure the effect of the network characteristics on the dealer’s likelihood to exit the auction

market, a simple probit model is employed. Here, all variables are collapsed on a yearly basis. The

binary dependent variable, exit, takes the value of one if the dealer exits the auction market in a
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given period and zero otherwise. Following the approach of De Silva et al. (2009), exit takes place

upon the last period of appearance of the dealer in the sample. The last year in our sample is 1913.

In order to track exits, we restrict entry by new dealers up until the last three years of the sample

period. We consider a dealer who did not exit the market before 1910 as still active. A period of

three years was selected as it should be a time period of sufficient length to assume that an agent has

ceased activity as an art dealer. We cannot exclude the possibility that she replenished her inventory

elsewhere. However, given that auctions in London constituted the most important marketplace for

art during that period, we consider inactivity in this market for more than three years as an exit.

The results are robust if we use larger cut-off points of five or ten years to determine exit.

Here, our network variable of interest in Panel A is the number of direct buyer links while in

Panel B we include degree and hub centrality measures. As in previous analyses, we are limiting the

lifetime of once-established links to 10 years. Furthermore, we introduce interaction terms between

the network measures and the dealer’s market exposure. Figure 2(b), for example, showed that the

number of direct links for the top three dealers was increasing exponentially after a certain age,

therefore, for some dealers it might be the case that the number of links starts to rise at a higher

rate after some time in the market. The interaction term in Panel A accounts for this potential

non-linear relationship between the number of links and a dealer’s market exposure.

In addition to network measures, we also control for the dealer’s average market share for the

last three years in terms of value and volume. Market share allows us to account for a dealer’s

market power in the more recent past. We expect that a higher market share will result in a lower

exit probability. As market share by value and volume are highly correlated, they are considered

separately in different model specifications. Furthermore, we control for market competition by

considering the number of rival dealers in a given year. As exit will depend on profit opportunities,

this variable captures how attractive it is to remain in the market given the level of rivalry. Lastly,

we account for the genre specialization of the dealers with a dummy variable. The variable takes the

value of one for the genre in which the dealer has the highest market share in terms of volume. As

mentioned before, there are overall ten possible genre specializations.

To ensure that the results are not driven by the three largest dealers – Agnew, Colnaghi, and

Vokins – who remained in the market for an exceptionally long time, we perform a robustness check

by excluding the top three dealers from the sample. The empirical specification of the probit model

has the following form:

Pr(Exit = 1|Wj,t) = Φ(λ′Wj,t), (3)

where the independent variables in (Wj,t) can be classified into three main groups Nj,t, Dj,t, and

Mj,t. Nj,t denotes the dealer j’s network characteristics, Dj,t represents the dealer j characteristics,

and Mj,t includes rival characteristics based on the proxy used to assess the competitive landscape.

Φ is the cumulative normal distribution.

Table 9 shows the summary statistics for the control variables. The average market exposure is

34.28 years. The dealer’s average market shares in terms of volume and value are in line with each

other, both having a value of 2.4%. There appears to be a larger variation between dealers when
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market share is calculated in terms of value. The mean of the yearly number of rival dealers is 53.748.

Lastly, the average network size of the dealer’s rivals in an auction amounts to almost 25 links.

The results of the probit regression are reported in Table 10. Panel A presents results including

network count measures and Panel B introduces network centrality measures. Columns 1 and 2

present the results for the full dealer sample. Columns 3 and 4 show the result when the top three

dealers are excluded from the probit regression. For all regression coefficients, we report the marginal

effects. The results indicate that, independent of the selected dealer sample, the coefficients of direct

buyer links, degree and hub centrality are not statistically significant. However, it appears that the

relation between the number of direct buyer links and the dealer’s age is to some extent non-linear.

The interaction term is positive and statistically significant. This indicates that overexposure has

negative impact on market presence as a dealer is accumulating experience. Splitting the sample

in a different way, and considering the top 25 versus the remaining dealers, a high number of links

which seems to be beneficial for small dealers becomes less relevant over time for business longevity

with growing market experience.31

A dealer’s market share has a very strong negative effect on exit probability. The coefficient

is large in magnitude and statistical significance in all regression specifications. The market share

in terms of volume plays a more important role than the market share in terms of value. As the

latter can easily be driven up by a small number of large acquisitions, it may be more indicative of

a dealer’s financial capacity as opposed to her market power. The larger effect in in market share by

volume may speak to the value of diversification. Surprisingly, the number of rival dealers, which is

defined as the total number of other dealers in the market in a given period, does not seem to affect

the probability of exit. Rather, the size of the dealer’s rivals’ network has a consistently statistically

significant positive effect on market exit. The fiercer competitive landscape decreases the potential

for profits and drives dealers out of the market. Implicitly this suggests that a larger network provides

dealers with a competitive advantage, making it more difficult for other dealers to sustain market

presence.

Overall, our findings provide evidence that the buyer’s market power in terms of market share by

volume is a decisive factor in her ability to sustain market presence. Moreover, it is not the number

of competitors that affect the likelihood of exit but how connected they are.

5 Concluding Remarks

This study is unique in the sense that we are able to observe the formation of a network throughout

the emergence of a new market until relationships are too entangled to identify actual direct links

between two agents. This provides us with a clean setting to analyze the effect of an agent’s network

position on economic outcomes. Nowadays market structures are oftentimes characterized by a high

level of complexity and an opaque web of relationships leading to a reliance on probabilistic estimates

of links in network analysis. Having access to a unique historical data set, which covers the formative

period of the contemporary art market in the United Kingdom, gives us the opportunity to use the

31These results are available upon request.
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art market as a case study. We use the evolution of this market to investigate determinants of

strategic link formation for art dealers which eventually affect the prices paid by different agents at

auction. Art dealers were the most dominant buyer group at auction as auctions constituted their

main source of artwork supply. They were interested in the resale value of an artwork and had larger

and deeper links than other buyers making them a natural focal group of this analysis. Furthermore,

this is the first empirical study that introduces network measures to auction data allowing us to

cope with the complexity introduced by interdependence between different actors in the market. By

taking into account the relative positions of buyers and sellers in the bipartite network, as well as the

overall network structure, we can make accurate predictions about the effect of individual players on

price.

Our key findings provide insight into what drives link-formation choices of art dealers, how a

buyer’s network influences the price of an artwork, and whether a preferential network position

affects the dealer’s likelihood to remain in the market. First, we provide empirical support to the

theory that agents make profit-maximizing choices based on the market player’s characteristics and

the existing network structure. In particular, we find that network attributes, including the number

of direct buyer links, the link-specific history, market exposure, as well as similarities in product

specializations all drive the formation of new connections. These results are in line with Currarini

et al. (2009), who find evidence for preferential attachment based on common attributes and with

Iori et al. (2015), who show that repeated interaction leads to preferential link formation.

Second, the network structure can provide significant benefit to agents. A higher number of

direct links results in lower prices paid by dealers. Through a larger network, more information

can be retrieved on artwork values and the competitive landscape, thus improving one’s bargaining

position. This is consistent with the empirical findings by Ozsoylev et al. (2014) who show that, in

an investor network, central players perform better due to better access to information. In terms of

dealer characteristics, the level of market exposure, the importance of past network connections, the

number of repeated interactions with the same agent, as well as the depth of product specialization

have an impact on prices paid. While it is an established fact in auction theory that bidders can

benefit from superior information at auction (Milgrom and Weber, 1982; Hendricks and Porter, 1988),

until now there is no empirical evidence on the impact of a network’s characteristics and network’s

growth on prices.

Third, we examine if the position of an agent in a network has an important influence on longevity.

For the smaller dealers, the larger number of direct links improves the probability to sustain market

presence. This result is in line with the findings in the entrepreneurship literature, where evidence on

the importance of formal and informal networks for the survival of start-ups was provided (Brüderl

and Preisendörfer, 1998; Hoang and Antoncic, 2003; Raz and Gloor, 2007). It is also consistent with

anecdotal evidence, where dealers report that their connections to other actors in the art market

provide them with key information on market conditions including prices, client demand, new sources

of supply, and changes in the competitive landscape. This information tends to be more valuable

than public information such as auction sales outcomes.

Lastly, consistent with the structures prevalent in the financial industry (Allen and Gale, 2000;
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Babus, 2016; Furfine, 2003; Gai and Kapadia, 2010; Lux, 2015) as well as in academia (Goyal et al.,

2006), our results show that the art market is characterized by a few central players who nurture

the rest of the network. This network structure remains persistent over a full century. As outlined

in the 2017 Tefaf report (Pownall, 2017), similar structures can still be observed in the art market

today. A small number of art dealers dominate the industry in terms of sales, leading to preferential

information sharing.

Exploiting large data sets can yield important insights about the interdependent decision making

of linked individuals from which valuable policy implications can be derived. Within the context

of the art market, driving forces of network formation and resulting structures among dealers may

explain price developments for certain artists as well as record prices yielded at auctions.

Additionally, our findings have important policy and governance implications for industries in

which high market concentrations prevail. Examples extend from the financial industry and research

collaborations to energy providers and car manufacturers. Understanding the formation of and the

motivations behind a network–cooperation, risk sharing, or competition–are important to understand

industry dynamics.
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Figure 1: Network Evolution (1800-1880)
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Tables

Table 1: Top 25 dealers with averages of transaction and network variables

Rank Dealer Total number of Total value of Total number of Average number of
transactions transactions direct links same-pair

transactions

1 Agnew 4988 2,623,168.00 938 5.31
2 Vokins 910 274,028.40 350 2.61
3 Colnaghi 862 394,088.70 413 2.08
4 Tooth 743 274,173.00 336 2.21
5 Wallis 670 255,554.70 276 2.41
6 McLean 609 151,368.40 299 2.03
7 Gooden & Fox 476 178,666.00 211 2.26
8 Permain 359 75,838.34 191 1.88
9 Smith 284 62,028.69 161 1.77
10 Lesser 245 64,805.10 174 1.40
11 White 230 55,267.03 136 1.70
12 Graves 229 38,946.65 139 1.65
13 Wertheimer 221 239,346.50 126 1.75
14 Sampson 215 47,286.80 125 1.72
15 Leggatt 145 23,253.23 101 1.44
16 Polak 141 18,176.68 109 1.29
17 Shepherd 139 25,240.32 105 1.32
18 Lawrie 122 71,849.11 66 1.85
19 Nieuwenhuys 118 33,451.45 67 1.76
20 Gambart 114 23,599.48 52 2.24
21 Grindley 112 15,797.36 66 1.70
22 Sedelmeyer 107 47,850.61 46 2.33
23 Pilgram & Lefevre 103 40,967.01 44 2.34
24 Rutley 100 14,279.97 65 1.54
25 Col 100 18,756.38 42 2.38
26-137 Others 2,407 839,861.98 13.88* 1.62

Total 14,749 5,907,650.89 45.20* 1.70*

All prices are in constant £1900 and were converted using the UK CPI provided by the Bank of England.
*Numbers correspond to average values.
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Table 3: Summary statistics for buyer and seller specialization by genre

Variable Average specialization buyer Average specialization seller

Animal 0.065 0.063
(0.083) (0.083)

Genre 0.191 0.194
(0.111) (0.119)

History 0.069 0.062
(0.094) (0.091)

Landscape 0.349 0.369
(0.171) (0.171)

Marine 0.031 0.030
(0.050) (0.047)

Mythology 0.040 0.038
(0.059) (0.062)

Portrait 0.146 0.142
(0.150) (0.151)

Religion 0.056 0.051
(0.085) (0.084)

Still life 0.024 0.020
(0.049) (0.042)

Other 0.033 0.031
(0.052) (0.054)

Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Table 4: Summary statistics of control variables for network formation

Variable Mean Sd

Past number of direct buyer links with 10 year moving window 14.895 33.627
Hub centrality with 10 year moving window (weighted) 0.009 0.032
Degree centrality with 10 year moving window (weighted) 243.139 261.372
Buyer’s market exposure (in years) 38.221 29.308
Past capacity seller (in £) 1,736.123 6,953.613
Past homophily 0.625 0.330
Past genre specialization buyer-seller: absolute difference 0.338 0.264

Seller capacity is in constant £1900.
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Table 5: Estimates of network formation parameters

Parameter Variable Mean of the posterior distribution
(1) (2) (3) (4)

β1 Log of past number of direct buyer links 0.027 0.028
(with 10 year moving window) [0.027, 0.028] [ 0.027, 0.029]

β2 Hub centrality (weighted) 1.002 1.017
(with 10 year moving window) [ 0.985, 1.022] [1.009, 1.024]

β3 Log of degree centrality (weighted) 0.008 0.009
(with 10 year moving window) [0.008, 0.009] [0.009, 0.009]

β4 Log of past number 0.647 0.648 0.622 0.623
of same-pair transactions [ 0.642, 0.653] [ 0.642, 0.654] [ 0.617, 0.628] 0.618, 0.629]

δ1 Log of buyer’s market exposure -0.011 -0.011 0.000 0.001
[-0.011, -0.010] [-0.011, -0.010] [-0.000, 0.001] [0.000, 0.001]

ρ1 Past capacity seller 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004
(in £) [0.003, 0.003] [0.003, 0.004] [0.003, 0.004] [0.004, 0.004]

ψ1 Past homophily -0.040 -0.036
[-0.039, -0.034] [-2.234, -1.722]

ψ1 Past genre specialization buyer-seller -0.024 -0.021
(absolute difference) [-0.026, -0.021] [-0.024, -0.018]

γ1 Trend -0.120 -0.107 -0.103 -0.094
[-0.127, -0.113] [-0.113, -0.100] [-0.109, -0.097] [-0.101, -0.087]

Observations 242,145 242,145 242,145 242,145

95% credible intervals are in parentheses.

Table 6: Summary statistics of control variables for network effects on price

Variable Mean Sd

Price (in £) 446.397 786.017
Real price (in £) 400.546 731.791
Past number of direct buyer links with 10 year moving window 94.218 105.383
Past number of same-pair transactions 1.000 5.015
Hub centrality with 10 year moving window (weighted) 0.101 0.124
Degree centrality with 10 year moving window (weighted) 510.818 301.455
Buyer’s market exposure (in years) 60.837 32.903
Past genre specialization buyer: buyer-seller -0.072 0.236
Past capacity seller (£) 2,603.326 8,149.814
Number of bidders 11.238 7.324
Expected number of bidders 8.248 5.996
Average lot sequence in auction sale 16.871 16.723
Past rival’s maximum capacity (in £) 1,135.040 4,766.622
Past rival’s maximum share by volume 0.028 0.094

Seller capacity is in constant £1900.
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Table 7: Network effects on prices

Variables Log(price)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log of past number of distinct networks by -0.175*** -0.181*** -0.181***

buyer with 10 year moving window (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

Log of number of transactions by same buyer -0.074*** -0.075*** -0.074*** -0.082*** -0.084*** -0.083***

and seller (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018)

Log of degree centrality with 10 year moving -0.144*** -0.147*** -0.151***

window (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

Hub centrality with 10 year moving window 0.626*** 0.627*** 0.569***

(0.149) (0.150) (0.149)

Log of buyer’s market exposure (in years) 0.188*** 0.186*** 0.188*** 0.192*** 0.191*** 0.197***

(0.027) (0.027) (0.027) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028)

Object specific specialization difference: -0.066* -0.032 -0.087** -0.049 -0.014 -0.070*

buyer – seller (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038)

Log of past capacity of seller 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.006* 0.006* 0.005

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Log number of bidders 0.041*** 0.041*** 0.050*** 0.050***

(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

Log of expected number of bidders 0.094*** 0.100***

(0.014) (0.014)

Log of lot sequence 0.157*** 0.157*** 0.123*** 0.158*** 0.158*** 0.125***

(0.009) (0.010) (0.010) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010)

Log of rivals’ average past number of distinct 0.013 0.014

networks (0.009) (0.009)

Log of rivals’ past maximum capacity 0.028*** 0.025*** 0.029*** 0.025***

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Rivals’ past maximum share by volume -0.028 0.045 -0.049 0.025

(0.092) (0.092) (0.092) (0.092)

Artist alive 0.165*** 0.167*** 0.159*** 0.177*** 0.180*** 0.172***

(0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029) (0.029)

Buyer effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Auction house effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Artist effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Medium effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Collection effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 14,749 14,749 14,749 14,749 14,749 14,749

R-squared 0.401 0.399 0.403 0.403 0.401 0.404

Standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note that, expected numbers of bidders are calculated using estimates from Columns 1 and 2 of Table 5.
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Table 8: Effect of top three dealers’ networks on prices

Variables Log(price)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Without top three dealers

Log of past number of distinct networks -0.112*** -0.119*** -0.113***

by buyer with 10 year moving window (0.025) (0.026) (0.025)

Log of number of transactions by same 0.033 0.035 0.034 0.014 0.015 0.015

buyer and seller (0.042) (0.042) (0.041) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042)

Log of degree centrality with 10 year -0.064*** -0.065*** -0.067***

moving window (0.017) (0.017) (0.017)

Hub centrality with 10 year moving 0.760 0.734 0.716

window (0.510) (0.512) (0.510)

Log number of bidders Yes Yes Yes Yes

Log of expected number of bidders Yes Yes

All other controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 7,989 7,989 7,989 7,989 7,989 7,989

R2 0.470 0.467 0.472 0.470 0.467 0.472

Panel B: Top three dealers only

Log of past number of distinct networks -0.389*** -0.395*** -0.408***

by buyer with 10 year moving window (0.045) (0.045) (0.045)

Log of number of transactions by same -0.118*** -0.119*** -0.119*** -0.106*** -0.107*** -0.108***

buyer and seller (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024) (0.024)

Log of degree centrality with 10 year -0.491*** -0.497*** -0.509***

moving window (0.035) (0.035) (0.035)

Hub centrality with 10 year moving 1.272*** 1.286*** 1.205***

window (0.206) (0.206) (0.206)

Log number of bidders Yes Yes Yes Yes

Log of expected number of bidders Yes Yes

All other controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6,760 6,760 6,760 6,760 6,760 6,760

R2 0.322 0.322 0.324 0.336 0.335 0.338

Standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

All models include controls for seller capacity, number of bidders, rivals’ maximum capacity and share by volume,

lot sequence, artist’s living status. Additionally, all models include buyer, year, auction house, artist, medium, and

collection effects as in Table 7. Note that, expected numbers of bidders are calculated using estimates from Columns

1 and 2 of Table 5. We define top three dealers as firms with total market share by volume and value to be in the top

three. See Table 1 for identities of these top three dealers.

Table 9: Summary statistics of control variables for market exit

Variable Mean Sd

Average past number of direct buyer links with 10 year moving window (yearly) 9.442 23.498
Hub centrality with 10 year moving window (weighted) 0.009 0.030
Degree centrality with 10 year moving window (weighted) 108.267 171.664
Buyer’s market exposure (in years) 34.280 27.856
Dealer’s average share for the last three years (by volume) 0.024 0.052
Dealer’s average share for the last three years (by value) (£) 0.024 0.074
Number of rival dealers 53.748 17.596
Number of rivals’ networks 24.965 22.097
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Table 10: Probability of exit

Variables All dealers Without top three dealers

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: with network count measures

Log of past number of direct buyer links -0.003 -0.006 -0.004 -0.007*

with 10 year moving window (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004)

Log of buyer’s market exposure (in years) -0.004*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.006***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Log of past number of direct buyer links with 10 year moving window 0.002** 0.002** 0.002** 0.003**

×Log of buyer’s market exposure (in years) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Buyer’s average share (by volume) -0.274*** -0.299***

for the past three years (0.047) (0.062)

Buyer’s average share (by value) -0.153*** -0.138*

for the past three years (0.056) (0.071)

Log of average number of rival dealers’ networks 0.005*** 0.007*** 0.006*** 0.008***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Number of rival dealers -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.003

(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004)

Genre specialization Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 5,405 5,405 5,128 5,128

Log pseudolikelihood -390.300 -397.300 -389.400 -395.400

Panel B: with network centrality measures

Log of degree centrality with 10 year moving window 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Hub centrality with 10 year moving window 0.056 0.081 0.033 0.072

(0.050) (0.065) (0.086) (0.085)

Log of buyer’s market exposure (in years) -0.003** -0.003*** -0.003** -0.004***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Log of degree centrality with 10 year moving window -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.000

×Log of buyer’s market exposure (in years) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Hub centrality with 10 year moving window 0.011 0.003 0.036 0.017

×Log of buyer’s market exposure (in years) (0.017) (0.034) (0.043) (0.050)

Buyer’s average share (by volume) -0.291*** -0.317***

for the past three years (0.060) (0.075)

Buyer’s average share (by value) -0.158* -0.152*

for the past three years (0.083) (0.087)

Log of average number of rival dealers’ networks 0.006*** 0.009*** 0.007*** 0.009***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Number of rival dealers -0.003 -0.004 -0.004 -0.005

(0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.005)

Genre specialization Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 5,405 5,405 5,128 5,128

Log pseudolikelihood -396.400 -401.600 -395.300 -400.100

Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

We define top three dealers as firms with total market share by volume and value to be in the top three.

See Table 1 for identities of these top three dealers.
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Appendix A
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Figure A1: Full network by 1913
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Table A1: Overview of artwork characteristics

Variable Definition/ unit

Personal characteristics of the artist
Name First and last name of the artist
Living status Dummy indicating if artist was dead or alive at the date of sale
Genre Indicates to which genre the artwork can be attributed to: animal,

landscape, still life, history, religion, mythology, genre, portrait, marine, other
Age Difference between birth year and date of sale

Physical characteristics of the artwork
Size Height times width in inches
Medium Dummy indicating if artwork was a painting, sculpture, engraving,

drawing or a copy

Transaction characteristics
Sales price Nominal sales price in Pounds, Sterling and Dimes
Sales date Day, month, year when the transaction took place
Auction house name Name of auction house that held the sale
Collection sale Dummy indicating if artwork was part of a sale where an entire collection

was sold (mostly the case for posthumous sales)
Seller name First and last name of the seller
Buyer name First and last name of the buyer
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Table A2: Network effects on prices: alternate specification

Variables Log(price)

All dealers Without top three dealers Top three dealers only

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log of past number of distinct networks -0.176*** -0.110*** -0.398***

by buyer with 10 year moving window (0.021) (0.025) (0.045)

Log of number of transactions by same -0.074*** -0.082*** 0.035 0.017 -0.119*** -0.109***

buyer and seller (0.018) (0.018) (0.041) (0.042) (0.024) (0.024)

Log of buyer’s market exposure (in years) 0.185*** 0.194*** 0.106*** 0.112*** 0.795*** 0.761***

(0.027) (0.028) (0.031) (0.031) (0.113) (0.113)

Log of degree centrality with 10 year -0.148*** -0.066*** -0.502***

moving window (0.015) (0.017) (0.035)

Hub centrality with 10 year moving 0.556*** 0.700 1.216***

window (0.150) (0.509) (0.207)

Object specific specialization difference: -0.077** -0.060 -0.099** -0.091** -0.086 -0.075

buyer – seller (0.038) (0.038) (0.043) (0.043) (0.085) (0.084)

Log of past capacity of seller 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.003 0.008 0.010*

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.005)

Log of expected number of bidders 0.093*** 0.107*** 0.115*** 0.129*** 0.079*** 0.093***

(0.014) (0.015) (0.020) (0.020) (0.022) (0.022)

Observations 14,749 14,749 7,989 7,989 6,760 6,760

R-squared 0.403 0.404 0.472 0.472 0.324 0.337

Standard errors are in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

All models include controls for seller capacity, number of bidders, rivals’ maximum capacity and share by volume, lot sequence,

artist’s living status. Additionally, all models include buyer, year, auction house, artist, medium, and collection effects

as in Table 7. Note that, expected numbers of bidders are calculated using estimates from Columns 3 and 4 of Table 5.

We define top three dealers as firms with total market share by volume and value to be in the top three.

See Table 1 for identities of these top three dealers.
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